
   
 

 

   

 
   

   

   
 

    

        
  

  
  

   

  

   

 
    

  

     
  

 

     

 

AERONAUTICAL CHARTING MEETING (ACM) 
MEETING 20-02 October 27, 2020 

Virtual – Zoom platform 

Instrument Procedures Group Meeting Minutes 

1. Opening Remarks: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, welcomed
the participants and provided an in-depth guide to how the virtual meeting would be managed.
An attendance roster for the virtual meeting is attached.

2. Review of Minutes from Last Meeting, ACM 20-02: Steve VanCamp, Digital iBiz,
advised there were no comments, and the minutes were accepted.

3. Informational Briefings:

a. Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, provided a status update of
8260-series orders and Order 7910.5: 

(1) Order 7910.5E, Aeronautical Charting Meeting Briefed from attached slide. The
newest revision was published on 10/26/2020. 

(2) Order 8260.3E, United States Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures
(TERPS) Briefed from attached slide. 

(3) Order 8260.19I, Flight Procedures and Airspace Briefed from attached slide.

(4) Order 8260.42B, United States Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV)
Briefed from attached slide. 

(5) Order 8260.46G, Departure Procedure (DP) Program Briefed from attached slide.

(6) Order 8260.58B, United States Standard for Performance Based Navigation (PBN)
Instrument Procedure Design Briefed from attached slide. 

(7) Order 8260.61, Charted Visual Flight Procedures New order briefed from Slide

b. ICAO Instrument Flight Procedures Panel (IFPP) Report: Jeff briefed from the
attached slide. 

4. Old Business (Open Issues):

a. 13-02-312: Equipment Requirement Notes on Instrument Approach Procedures:
Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and 
current status from the slide. Equipment notes requirements have been added to Order 8260.19I, 
which was published June 2020. Rich Boll, NBAA (proponent) and the group concurred with 
closing this issue, and agreed any new issues could be addressed with new recommendation 
documents (RDs).  



  

    
   

    

 
 

 

   
  

 
       

  

    
   

   

      
      

 
  

    
  

    
  

 
 

  

 
    

 
 

  

Status: Item closed 

b. 15-01-320: Common Sounding Fix Names: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and
Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. FPAG 
discussed internally the value of developing a document for the public and industry that would 
describe the procedure development process, and also the processes to report concerns with flight 
procedures, including common sounding fix names. FPAG determined there is value, and will 
move forward with developing one, but there is no timeline. This is a bigger project than just this 
specific issue of common sounding fix names, so FPAG intends to decouple the issue and pursue 
separately. Jeff said resolving or preventing common sounding fix names with automation is a 
challenge and discussed the MITRE automation tools, but reiterated there is no current way in 
automation to prevent this from happening. There is an existing process to raise issues through 
the FAA’s Instrument Flight Procedures (IFP) Information Gateway when a problem with a 
procedure is identified. There are a finite number of five-letter identifiers, and pronunciation 
variances abound. Also, since some fix names are assigned late in the procedure development 
process, early coordination is not a viable solution. Gary McMullin (Southwest Airlines) 
discussed existing policies that compared fix names to the global fix name usage, and this can 
cause difficulties for developers. He questions this broad global review, suggesting the review 
should be regionally limited and said the National Flight Data Center (NFDC) had requested 
Southwest Airlines change a proposed fix name due to a conflict with a fix in South America. 
John Barry, FAA Aircraft Certification, discussed the ICAO standard for regional grouping for 
fixes as opposed to mileage limitations. Jeff suggested closing the present issue, and either 
revisiting at a later date or adding a new RD specific to concerns regarding regional vs. global 
review of fix names. The original presenter, Lev Prichard, Allied Pilots Association, restated the 
origins of the proposal. He pointed out the issue is not just similar sounding names or similar 
spelling (which are both a problem), but in the Dallas-Fort Worth area there were three fixes 
with only one or two letter differences. They brought these up as a safety concern through the 
established safety processes, but the local facility refused to change the fixes. Lev wants the 
issue to remain open, so when a problem is entered into the IFP Gateway system as a safety 
concern, there will be a process in place to ensure it will be addressed. Diane Adams-Maturo, 
FPAG, thinks this can be built into the existing requirements in Order 8260.19, adding facilities 
do not “own” the fixes as they are assigned and “owned” by NFDC. Lev agreed with this 
proposed approach. Doug Willey, Air Line Pilots Association, supports Lev’s safety concerns on 
this subject. John Barry suggested the process should be elevated to a national level to dictate 
changes, possibly at NFDC. Rich Boll, NBAA, added that there should be requirements in 
Orders 8260.19 and 8260.3 regarding comments from industry through the IFP Gateway. Jeff 
said the issue will remain open, but should be reframed to address the specific concerns and 
issues regarding reporting of safety concerns via the IFP Gateway, but does not think Orders 
8260.19 and 8260.3 are the place for this. Diane suggested a group or process could be identified 
to research the SMS process. She thought the checks could take place during IFP validation, and 
could be incorporated into the existing system. Lev added the SMS process is already in place 
with the FAA and industry. André Durocher suggested expanding the database to provide fix 
names with more letters, but Jeff said that would be a global change and well outside the scope 
of this group. Bennie Hutto, NATCA, agrees with Lev, adding when procedures are being 
developed no system identifies similar sounding fix names. Jeff said automation does not exist to 
identify similar sounding fix names, and the technology required to accomplish this is not 
feasible at this time. Dan Wacker, FPAG, suggested this is more of a regional Flight Procedures 



  
   

 

 
  
    
   

     
  

     
      

   
   

 
   

  
  

   
   

 
  

  

     
     

  
    

  
   

  
  

 
    

  
     

 

     
   

Team and Instrument Flight Procedures Team issue, not a criteria issue, and those groups 
should be included in the discussions. Jeff agreed to reframe the issue to focus on discussions 
with FPAG and Aeronautical Information Services (AIS) to address concerns with submission 
of safety issues through the IFP Information Gateway. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will approach AIS regarding discussions to
address concerns with submission of safety issues through the IFP Information Gateway.

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group and AJV-A will lead the review of the existing
processes and policies for any gaps regarding common sounding fix names.

Status: Item open 

c. 15-02-323: Depiction of Low, Close-in Obstacles on SIDs & ODPs: Jeff Rawdon,
FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current 
status from the slide. Dan Wacker, FPAG, said the Departure Working Group is working on a 
document to compliment the safety management review completed last year, and is circulating it 
now for comments. He has briefed the Air Force and can brief other branches if requested, and 
said he will brief any group on the low close-in obstacle documentation changes if requested. 
They have some concepts they are circulating, and a copy of the document to show the current 
proposed revision will be an attachment to these minutes. There is no expected date at this time 
for incorporation in criteria; this will be set after the initial concept work is completed. Doug 
Willey, Air Line Pilots Association, requested the briefing from Dan and will coordinate directly 
with Dan. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will brief status of the Departure Working Group
progress at ACM 21-01.

Status: Item open 

d. 16-01-325: Priority of Terminal Procedure Amendments: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight
Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the 
slide. Jeff showed language added in Order 8260.19I for STARs. In addition, Jeff discussed 
related P-NOTAM working group activities from ACM IPG issue 19-02-345. There are concerns 
about creating unintended consequences, such as more P-NOTAMs for the pilot to review and 
up-numbering issues with STARs and SIDs. The names of IFPs remain the same with an 
amendment, but the name of STARs and ODPs change in the databases with the change in 
number. AJV-A is working to define a method to address this concern. Work is ongoing on this, 
but no method has been decided on. In addition, Jeff showed slides and discussed considerations 
and factors in IFP prioritization. Rich Boll, NBAA, recapped the history of the issue, and hopes 
the P-NOTAM process will help resolve the process. Jeff advised the item will stay open, and 
Susan Walker, FPAG, advised she is working with AJV-A on this. STARs already have an 
abbreviated amended process which is working well. 

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will brief P-NOTAM status at ACM IPG 21-01.
Status: Item open 



    
     

     
     

  
  

   
   

    
   

 

 

 
 

  

      
 

    
  

 
   

   

      
    

 

 
   

   

   
 

  

     
 

  
    

 
  

e. 16-02-327: Arrival Holding Patterns Required for Approach Entry: Jeff Rawdon,
FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current 
status from the slide. Language was added in Order 8260.19I, and an example note was added 
and sent to Rich Boll, NBAA. Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) revisions were drafted 
and forwarded to Doug Dixon, FAA Flight Operations Group (FOG), agreed to by the working 
group, and will be included in AIM paragraph 5-4-6. A DCP is in process with a target of 
summer 2021. Dan Wacker, FPAG, inquired if the Instrument Procedures Handbook (IPH) will 
need any updates, and Rich said yes, adding the Instrument Flying Handbook (IFH) would also 
need to be reviewed for potential changes. Doug Phifer, FOG, advised he is the point-of-contact 
for both. Rich added that ATC is open to the changes. Bruce Williams, Flight Instructor and 
FAAST Team Member, suggested the Chart Users Guide might also require a revision, and Jeff 
asked Doug Dixon and Doug Phifer to consider this also. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Operations Group (Doug Dixon) will report on status of AIM changes.
• Flight Operations Group (Doug Phifer) will advise on IPH and IFH updates and any
necessary revisions to the Chart User’s Guide.

Status: Item open 

f. 16-02-328: Increasing Complexity of Speed Restriction Notes on SIDs & STARs: Jeff
Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and 
current status from the slide. Lev Prichard, Allied Pilots Association, thinks this result failed to 
accomplish the goal, and he will send examples to Susan Walker, FPAG and include Gary 
McMullin, Southwest Airlines. Jeff said Order 8260.19I Section 4-5 has speed notes for STARs, 
and Order 8260.46 contains the criteria for SIDs. Lev said these notes need to match; any 
identified issues should be coordinated with Diane Adams-Maturo, FPAG. Dan Wacker, FPAG, 
said the issue of chart notes for SIDs is being looked at in the Departure Working Group in an 
effort to reduce note clutter, but actual changes on charts could take many years to propagate. 
Gary agreed saying these speeds are on the charts as notes rather than it being a database issue, 
and those notes tell the pilot to do what they will do anyway and can be missed.  

Action Items: 
• Lev Prichard and Gary McMullin will send examples to and work with Diane Adams-
Maturo and Susan Walker, Flight Procedures and Airspace Group for notes in Orders
8260.19 and 8260.46 notes.

• FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will ensure changes in Order 8260.19 are
consistent with work the Departure Working Group is doing with SIDs.

Status: Item open 

g. 17-02-329: Need for CNF at Terminus of Dead Reckoning (heading) Segment: Jeff
Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and 
current status from the slide. Jeff said the US-IFPP decided the benefit was not warranted, and 
wants to close the issue. Dan Wacker, FPAG, advised he has seen CNFs used on some 
departures to replace fixes when a navigation facility loss has caused the loss of a fix and asked 
if criteria should allow this. Jeff said this came up on STARs, and restrictions were added in 



     
   

  

   

 
 

 

  
  

    

  

  

     
    

      
 

   
      
   

   

  

    
     

 

    
    

 

Order 8260.3E to prohibit dead reckoning segments for conventional STARs. Rich Boll, NBAA, 
said it should be considered that pilots fly almost everything with RNAV substitution up to the 
FAF. He then briefed pilot issues from slides. NBAA wants CNF fixes on dead reckoning legs. 
John Moore, Jeppesen, discussed avionics capabilities between different aircraft with Rich Boll, 
and coding issues with some equipment. John also inquired about modifying the NAS for a 
minority of cases. Joel Dickinson, FAA Flight Operations Group (FOG), said there is no 
mandate for FAA to code conventional procedures, but some data houses do code those 
procedures. If the FAA mandates the inclusion of a CNF fix on a conventional procedure, then it 
could disenfranchise users not using RNAV/RNAV substitution as a navigational technique, 
which could add an unwanted PBN requirement to a conventional procedure. Jeff added the FAA 
provides source documentation, not coding. Rich said if the different data houses code their own 
CNF fixes, then there will be differences in named fixes. Mike Stromberg, Independent Pilot 
Association, said there are thousands of small aircraft upgrading their equipment and this would 
help them, adding again the possibility of name confusion since controllers will not know what 
the pilot is talking about. John Collins, GA pilot, expressed that a majority of aircraft are affected 
by this. Joshua Fenwick, Garmin, said they can create waypoints, but standardization issues 
exist, and asked if coordinates could be published. Joel said this introduces a PBN leg to the 
conventional procedure, and would therefore have an equipage requirement and a requirement 
for a PBN notes box. Jeff said he understands the interest surrounding this issue, but it was 
presented to the US-IFPP, and the decision was made to not pursue this. Rich discussed there 
may be AIM guidance that will require changes with this decision. FPAG and FOG will look 
into any required actions regarding AIM guidance. 

Action: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group and Flight Operations Group will determine if
changes are required to the AIM to remove information regarding CNFs.

Status: Item closed 

h. 17-02-330: Climb Gradients for Standard Instrument Departures: Jeff Rawdon, FAA
Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status 
from the slide. Lev Prichard, Allied Pilots Association, advised he had not forwarded any SID 
issues, or worked with Gary McMullin, Southwest Airlines on this particular issue. Dan Wacker, 
FPAG, said this original topic can be closed based on changes in Order 8260.46G, and confirmed 
that consideration of ATC requested climb gradients is an ongoing separate topic in the 
Departure Working Group (DWG). This new issue is being tracked in the US-IFPP and the 
DWG is providing updates. Gary and Lev concurred with closing the issue. 

Status: Item closed 

i. 17-02-331: Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirements for Takeoff: Jeff Rawdon, FAA
Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the 
slide. With revisions to Orders 8260.19I, and a confirmation that the Orders 8260.19 and 
8260.46 have consistent requirements, Jeff suggested closure of the issue, and Gary McMullin, 
Southwest Airlines, concurred. Gary Fiske, FAA ATC Procedures (Terminal) Team, inquired if 
the specific procedures listed had been revised, and Gary McMullin said revisions are in 
progress. 



    
   

 
 

  

  
    

    
  

 
 

   

  
     

 
   
    

    
   

    
  

 

 
 

  

   
     

 
 

     
  

 
  

  

Status: Item closed 

j. 18-01-334: Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and STARs: Jeff
Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current 
status from the slide. Requirements have been added to Orders 8260.19I and 8260.46H, with 
Order 8260.46H still in coordination. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will report on the status of Order 8260.46H

Status: Item open 

k. 18-02-336: Add Multiple Identifier to Certain HI Procedures: Jeff Rawdon, FAA
Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status 
from the slide. The revised language was published in Order 8260.3E, and this should resolve the 
issue. Andrew Lewis, Garmin, likes the add-on language. Dan Wacker, FPAG, inquired about 
the original focus of the issue, and Jeff said that was fixed earlier, adding this was an additional 
issue that had arisen. 

Status: Item closed 

l. 18-02-337: Improve Remote Altimeter Airport Notes: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight
Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the 
slide. These changes did not make it into Order 8260.19I, but will be slated for an upcoming 
revision. Valerie Watson, FAA Aeronautical Information Services, said no charting specification 
changes were needed. Dan Wacker, FPAG, asked if any Aeronautical Information Manual 
(AIM) or Instrument Procedures Handbook (IPH) changes will be necessary. Doug Dixon, FAA 
Flight Operations Group (FOG), will check but thinks no changes will be necessary in the AIM. 
Joel Dickinson, FOG, will look at the IPH for any necessary changes. They both advised they 
will work any identified changes. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will report on status of issue.
• Doug Dixon and Joel Dickinson, Flight Operations Group, will report on necessity of
AIM and/or IPH changes, and report status of any revisions.

Status: Item open 

m. 18-02-339: Revision of Take-Off Obstacle Notes: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures
and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Dan 
Wacker, FPAG, added the Departure Working Group (DWG) is working on this, and inquired if 
this should be combined with 15-02-323, adding the idea is to not add coordinates to the 
obstacles. Rich Boll, NBAA, briefed slides from the original issue, and explained the interest 
was to produce obstacle data in the Terminal Procedures Publication to identify the obstacles in 
the takeoff obstacle notes for performance planning purposes. Jeurgen Kuhnhenn, LIDO, agreed 
with Rich on his presentation. Dan will brief LIDO on the DWG activities to get their input. Bill 
Tuccio, Garmin, would like to see some use case examples on this data, since it appears to be 
more of an engineering issue than a pilot operational issue. Dan brought up combining issues, 



 

 
  

  

   
    

      
     

  
 

  

  
   

     
  

    
  

     
  

 
  

 
   
   

   
 

  
    
  

  
   

  
     

 
  

 

  

 
     

 

and John Moore, Jeppesen, pointed out these are two separate needs and should be kept separate. 
Rich thinks this could be closed and combined with the previous item. Jeff decided to keep both 
issues open. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will report DWG status.

Status: Item open 

n. 18-02-340: Obstruction Coordinates in Source Documentation: Jeff Rawdon, FAA
Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the
slide. Access to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data is now available. Rich Boll, NBAA, 
agrees with closing the issue. Jay Leitner, American Airlines, advised they have sent out info as
a Safety Alert for Operators (SAFO) to distribute the information, and agrees this issue can be
closed. 

Status: Item closed 

o. 18-02-341: Chart Departure Obstacle Clearance Surface (OCS) Beginning Height:
Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary
and current status from the slide. Some procedures are still active that were evaluated with
departure end of runway (DER) heights up to 35 feet, but that information is not communicated 
to pilots. Procedures are reviewed every two years, but will not necessarily be revised unless
there is a safety concern. Kevin Keszler AFFSA, reviewed the FAA’s departure procedure forms, 
and found only five procedures remaining in the NAS that utilized this evaluation methodology. 
Any others have since been amended or have had P-NOTAMs issued, and Kevin would like to 
close the item. Rich Boll, NBAA, discussed requirements to actually amend procedures. He 
pointed out per Order 8260.19I paragraph 1-1-6 implementation can commence 24 months after
the effective date, and said that requirement was removed from Order 8260.46. Susan Walker, 
FPAG, took an action to research the removal of the effective date from Order 8260.46. TJ
Nichols, FPAG, said Rich raised some great points that have gone beyond this issue, adding it
may be a good time for a new issue on criteria implementation with more FAA offices involved 
in the conversation. Jeff added there is more ongoing coordination on criteria updates to match 
criteria release, and this is an ongoing challenge. Kevin inquired if a new issue will be raised. 
Jeff said he does not see an actual RD coming out of the issue, but more likely a briefing item.
Rich and Lev Prichard, Allied Pilots Association, both feel procedure updates need to be driven 
by stringent requirements. TJ reiterated there will be discussions with all involved parties on a
reasonable implementation timeline, considering resources, to address identified NAS issues.
Johnnie Baker, Aeronautical Information Services, took an action to look into the procedure Rich 
referenced at K1B6 and ensure similar circumstances are not happening at other airports. 

Action Items: 
• Susan Walker, Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, will research removal of the
implementation requirements language from Order 8260.46.

• Johnnie Baker, Aeronautical Information Services, will investigate the referenced
procedure at K1B6.

Status: Item closed 

p. 19-01-342: Charting “NA When Local Weather Not Available” for Alternate
Minimums: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue 
summary and current status from the slide. The issue has not yet been worked, but will remain 
open and actions remain the same. 



 
  

  
 

 
  

   
    

   
     

 

 
   

  
 

   
 

 

  
  

   

  
  

  

     
  

 

 

  
  

  
  

   
    

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will research with the Flight Operations Group
regarding alternate weather requirements, and possible policy changes.

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will brief the results of those discussions at the
next meeting.

Status: Item open 

q. 19-01-343: Clarify Text of Notes that Affect Minima: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight
Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the
slide. Diane Adams-Maturo, FPAG, advised this was not included in Order 8260.19I. Jeff said
FPAG will make sure this is added as an issue in the issue tracking system to be addressed for a
future revision. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group develop possible draft language for a future
version of Order 8260.19 and brief at ACM 21-01.

Status: Item open 

r. 19-02-344: Intermediate Segment Stepdown Altitudes: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight
Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the 
slide. A memo was published in 2011 to provide guidance for adjusting intermediate segment fix 
locations for high temperature effects. The memo advised that guidance would be placed in a 
future revision of Order 8260.3, but this has not yet occurred. The plan at this point is to include 
it in a revision in the near future. Appropriate guidance will be included as an appendix to the 
order, and language currently referencing the 2001 memo will be revised to reference the 
appendix. Gary Fiske, FAA ATC Procedures (Terminal) Team, said as a result of the 2011 
memo, KLAX ILS finals were revised to account for high temperature days by moving some 
fixes. John Blair, FAA Flight Operations Group (FOG), advised he and Joe Lintzenich, FOG, 
worked the situation in depth, and they found that over the years many locations had applied the 
memo guidance and support including the guidance in Order 8260.3. Rich Boll, NBAA, added 
this is also an RNAV issue, particularly for SBAS approach procedures. Jeff said they will 
ensure language in Order 8260.3 (and also Order 8260.58 if necessary) will point to the 
appendix. Paul Hannah, Lean Engineering, discussed that the PARC NAV WG has discussed 
similar capture fix issues, and Gary Petty, FPAG, said the changes would be coordinated as 
necessary to ensure there is no disconnect and would not have an unexpected negative effect on 
existing procedures. 

Action Items: 

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will brief the Order 8260.3 changes.
Status: Item open 

s. 19-02-345: Use of P-NOTAMS on SID/ODPs and STARs: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight
Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the 
slide. Jeff said this issue was already discussed earlier as part of issue 16-01-325, noting the 
challenges of working this for SIDs and STARs. This is an ongoing discussion, with an emphasis 



   
  

 

 
  

  
    
    

 
 
      

 
  

   
  

 
 

     
  

  
   

 
  

  

  

 
   

   
  

   
   

 
    

 

on avoiding unintended consequences. FPAG is awaiting feedback on the issue from 
Aeronautical Information Services. 

Action Items: 

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will continue to work the issue and report status.
Status: Item open 

t. 19-02-346: Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR
91.117(c): Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue 
summary and current status from the slide. Jeff said the STAR Working Group will start up 
again soon and would include this request with additional STAR criteria revision discussions. To 
address a previous suggestion of incorporating a mandatory 200 KIAS speed restriction, Jeff 
presented a hypothetical situation to demonstrate a concern with that proposal. Lev Prichard, 
Allied Pilots Association, referred to the Oakland area, and said the STAR for the primary 
airport should be designed to remain in the Class B airspace. Gary McMullin, Southwest 
Airlines, said in the Oakland example, speed reduction was considered in the arrival design and 
was not an issue. He added this requirement to consider the FAR speed limit in arrival design is 
already in criteria. Rich Boll, NBAA, said in the original RD the speed was not required by 
design, so the Order may have changed. Gary said TARGETS evaluates this by adding a 
temporary fix for evaluation purposes, but Jeff said that is a best practice method but not by 
criteria. Gary suggested a criteria requirement to apply speeds per FAR requirements. Jeff said 
this would only be at issue if the arrival might take an aircraft below Class B airspace, and only 
then would be necessary to ensure the leg length would be adequate for deceleration. Also, he 
does not intend to refer developers to the FAR as a reference, but rather include any pertinent 
information. 

Action Items: 
• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will continue to work the issue and report back.

Status: Item open 

5. New Business (New Agenda Items)

a. 20-02-347 RESERVED

b. 20-02-348 RESERVED

c. 20-02-349: Charting Required NAVAID Changeovers on IAPs, including
SID/STAR: Joel Dickinson, FAA Flight Operations Group, briefed the issue directly from his 
recommendation document, suggesting there should there be an indication of changeover point 
on instrument approach procedures, SID, and STAR charts, to include associated switches from 
PBN to conventional navigation for hybrid procedures. This was discussed at the US-IFPP and 
that group decided it should be presented to the IPG for feedback. Bill Tuccio, Garmin, asked if 
any examples are available, and Joel said there are several at Denver where there is no clear 
indication of when to switch from PBN to conventional navigation. Joel added RNP to GLS 
approaches would be another example. Rich Boll, NBAA, inquired if the changeover points were 
charted, would they become regulatory, Joel said that part of the discussion is whether those 



 
  

 
   

  
   
     

  
  

      
  

   
  

 

 

 

  
  

  
  

  
  

  
  

 

 

 
   

   

  
   

  
 

  
 

would be advisory or mandatory. Gary McMullin, Southwest Airlines, said many impacts would 
have to be considered, possibly at the PARC NAV Working Group, such as consideration for 
different flight manuals. Joel wants the group to determine if this is worth pursuing, either at the 
IPG or PARC NAV WG, or is this is considered to be basic navigation understanding, and not 
necessary? John Moore, Jeppesen, suggested this should not go further until fully vetted in the 
ACM. The Andrew Lewis, Garmin, and Bill Tuccio suggested this is basic pilot knowledge and 
is not necessary. Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, felt more examples 
would be useful, and wants to accept the RD with Joel preparing some examples for the next 
meeting. Joel will also form an ad-hoc virtual working group to discuss this, and asked for 
interested participants and comments to be sent to him. Gary Fiske, FAA ATC Procedures 
(Terminal) Team, said he is concerned about additional chart clutter, and wonders if there is a 
systemic problem driving this as opposed to being a safety of flight issue. Joel emphasized the 
WG might very well determine there is little or no interest or need, and suggest nothing be done. 

Action Items: 

• Joel Dickinson, Flight Operations Group, will prepare some examples for the next 
meeting.

• Joel Dickinson, Flight Operations Group, will form an ad-hoc virtual working group to 
discuss the issue. 

Status: Item open 

d. 20-02-350: Inconsistent Missed Approach Reference in 8260s for GLS Approaches:
Bill Tuccio, Garmin, briefed from the slide, and wondered if the difference in missed approach 
point identification between the two GLS procedures was a criteria issue. Jeff Rawdon, FAA 
Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, said he investigated this and it appeared to be a 
documentation error. Johnnie Baker, Aeronautical Information Services, said this would not be 
corrected as a P-NOTAM or chart NOTAM issue since the chart was correct. Jeff took an action 
to forward this specific issue RD with an explanation e-mail to Johnnie, who agreed to look into 
it and fix as necessary, however does not see the need for ACM involvement. The group agreed 
to not accept the issue, with the noted actions. 

Action Items: 

• Flight procedure and Airspace Group will forward the RD and an explanatory email to
            Aeronautical Information Services for possible correction of the forms. 

Status: Item not accepted 

e. 20-02-351: Unnecessary Helicopter Note on Approach Charts: Bill Tuccio, Garmin, 
briefed from the slide. Even though the note to not reduce visibility is unnecessary when the 
published visibility is so high that a reduction by half is still above the note limitation, the 
developer has no latitude to not publish the note. There was no consideration on not adding the 
note if, as in this case, it would not be necessary. Diane Adams-Maturo, FAA Flight Procedures 
and Airspace Group, agreed to look into the issue of not publishing an unnecessary note. 



 

 

   

   
     

    
 

 

  
  

 
    

 
  

    

  

    

  

  

  

  
  

    
 

  

   

Action Items: 

• Flight procedure and Airspace Group will investigate possible revisions to Order
8260.19.

Status: Item accepted and open 

f. 20-02-352: Combine RNAV (GPS), ILS and GLS charts into one chart: William
Fernandez, Aeronautical Information Services, briefed the recommendation from a slide, 
suggesting combination of procedures by using different lines of minima. Order 8260.19 allows 
up to five lines of minima, and this would reduce the overall inventory of procedures. He 
acknowledged the notes could become lengthy and chart clutter would be a consideration, but 
feels there are possible points of value and wants the input. John Collins, GA pilot said the 
concept would be difficult for the pilot. Also, because of approach naming conventions driving 
the database, John wondered how the aircraft FMS would define the approaches. Kevin Allen, 
American Airlines, discussed the confusion of a new procedure in China (ZGSZ RNP ILS 34 
AR) describing the confusion and complexity that could arise. Rich Boll, NBAA, discussed FMS 
limitations, especially with all the names in the title. He also discussed coding issues and 
documentation on source documents. Missed approach differences would be hard to work 
through. Rich said there are places where this may have an advantage, like in Houston. Andrew 
Lewis, Garmin, said this would be a problematic concept due to coding and unclear notes, and 
this may double the length of the notes section. He asked regarding benefit, and Bill said it could 
streamline the periodic review process and reduce the inventory of procedures. John Moore, 
Jeppesen, expressed concern that pilots would not like the suggestion, and the confusion factor 
would be a risk. Rich pointed out the recommendation addresses the position of an 8260-series 
form driving a charting agency, and but with the interest of streamlining the flight procedure 
evaluation process. Rich suggested perhaps focusing on the evaluation process and not the 
charting, considering where many surfaces and routes are the same to aid the process. The group 
unanimously agreed this item should not be accepted for further consideration, however, it is 
noted that the language in Order 8260.19 could be interpreted that the concept as presented in the 
RD could be valid. Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will review Order 8260.19 and clarify 
the language if the intent is not clear. 

Action Items: 

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will review the language in Order 8260.19 to
            be certain the intent is clear, and revise if it is not. 

Status: Item not accepted 

g. 20-02-353: Revised Guidance & Charting for Order 8260.3 Circling Area 
Dimensions: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the 
issue from the slides. Rich Boll, NBAA, asked about a timeline on the completion strategy for 
the remaining procedures, Jeff said this is still being evaluated. Johnnie Baker, FAA 
Aeronautical Information Services (AIS), said there are about 1,460 procedures left, and he 
anticipates AIS having all these evaluated around July 2021 but no later than October 31, 2021. 
Flight Inspection will keep working these as they can. Valerie Watson, AIS, advised they have to 



 
  

 
    

   
   

  
  

    
    

 
  

     
  

  
  

 

 
 

  

   

  
 

 

  
  

   

     

    

 
 

chart what is on the form, and these are published under authority of Part 97, so removing the 
circling icons will require docket action. Valerie suggested if procedures are revised due to an 
increase in minimum circling altitudes via P-NOTAM, the circling icon should be added for 
consistency. TJ Nichols, FPAG, said the problem is Flight Inspection (FI) views charting the 
Icon as a separate action requiring flight validation, and FI resources are operationally limited at 
the moment due to the pandemic. The intent is to get all of the remaining procedures evaluated, 
and add higher minimums where required, while working within the limitations of the FI 
schedule. Rich Boll, NBAA, discussed issues for the pilots without the circling icon, and added 
Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) guidance was recently changed on approach category 
speeds. He would like an evaluation on how many of the remaining procedures would see an 
increase in minimums. Rich thinks the modification of minimums as required is more important 
than dimensions. TJ expressed the higher altitude airports were already prioritized first, and 
mostly lower altitude airports are left. Johnnie concurred that mostly smaller airports are left, and 
FI will prioritize validations from the list of revised procedures. Andrew Lewis, Garmin, asked 
now many cycles the ultimate removal of the circling icons would take, and Valerie Watson said 
the charting team can do 350 P-NOTAMS per 56-day publication cycle. (Editorial note: after the 
meeting, AIS provided the information that there are currently 5,104 charts with the circling 
icon, and likely some additional projects in the workflow that would add the circling icon. They 
anticipate removal of icons from approximately 1,000 charts each 56-day cycle, so are 
estimating removal of all circling icons could be accomplished in six cycles.)  Andrew asked that 
he be kept appraised of developments and FPAG will work out details on how to accomplish 
that. 

Action Items: 

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will brief progress on evaluation and validation of 
the remaining 1,462 procedures.

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will determine a means to keep the data and chart 
providers informed on the process. 

Status: Item open 

h. 20-02-354: Use of Suitable Area Navigation (RNAV) Systems on Conventional 
Procedures and Routes: Bruce Williams, Flight Instructor and FAAST Team Member, 
presented the item, and briefed from slides. This issue is related to questions he often receives in 
his instructional capacity regarding confusing equipment notes when the pilot has a suitable 
RNAV (IFR-approved) system. The issue is addressed in the AIM and AC 90-108, but is hard to 
locate. Bruce would like information regarding the use of a suitable RNAV system to be more 
prominent, and clarify that pilots can disregard notes that would no longer apply (e.g., ADF 
required or GPS required). Bruce said the real goal would be to clarify equipment requirement 
notes on the charts, but recognizes that is a difficult challenge. The alternative is to clarify the 
guidance on the notes in the AIM, AC, Instrument Procedures Handbook (IPH), etc. Bruce 
showed the location of the information via the slides, pointing out how hard it is to find in the 
AIM. Example approaches were shown and discussed. Joel Dickinson, FAA Flight Operations 
Group, said this is an area he is also concerned about, and said they standardized the 
requirements box nomenclature for the PBN boxes a few years ago. Joel said they are working 



  
  

   
   

   

 

  

 

 
  

   

  
  

   
   

    

     
 

  
   

  

 
 

  

 
 

 

  

  

 

on a draft AC that combine all existing AC 91-105/107/108 information in a single AC, to 
include RNAV substitution guidance. There are also adjustments to AIM/IPH guidance in 
progress, and will discuss with Bruce in a separate conversation. The group discussed the merits 
of accepting the issue for further action. John Moore, Jeppesen, suggested keeping it open since 
some criteria changes may occur and he would like the opportunity for the ACM to review those. 
Gary McMullin, Southwest Airlines, also receives this question often and wants to accept the 
issue and keep it open. 

Action Items: 

• Bruce Williams will work with Joel Dickinson on the issue.
• Flight Operations Group and Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will report on any 
work and changes to criteria or advisory guidance material based on this issue. 

Status: Item accepted and open 

i. 20-02-355: Minimum En route Altitudes (MEAs) Published on Standard Instrument 
Departures (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrivals (STARs): Rich Boll, NBAA, briefed the 
issue from his slides, discussing original Aeronautical Charting Forum climb gradient issue and 
the changes made at that time. Rich said Air Traffic Order JO 7470.1A should be changed, rather 
than changing an 8260-series order. Gary Fiske, FAA ATC Procedures (Terminal) Team, said 
there is an effort to cancel this order and assign it to Flight Standards as an 8000-series order, or 
assign it to AJV-A. The associated evaluations are done in TARGETS, and AJV-A has assumed 
responsibility for that system. The original OPR for Order JO 7470.1 was the PBN policy office, 
which was realigned to other areas of Mission Support during a recent reorganization. Gary 
agrees the order is obsolete in its current form and needs to be addressed. Dan Wacker, FAA 
Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, said there is a draft order change to 7470.1B on the 
subject, adding he had received a copy from Don McGough, Flight Inspection, and had forwarded 
it to Gary to look at. There was movement to update this revise language, and Don had been sent 
a copy for coordination. Gary recalled the message from Dan, but does not know who initiated 
the work on this. Dan said the point of contact for Order 7470.1B is Mike Stewart. Bennie Hutto, 
NATCA, asked Rich to clarify the intent of the RD on MEAs, and Rich said the MEAs should be 
based on the requirements of the 8260-series orders. John Collins, GA pilot, pointed out these are 
on conventional procedures also, adding the MEA has a legal description. Dan pointed out SIDs 
and STARs are not Part 95 procedures and asked John his perspective about adding MEAs on 
these. John thought they would be useful for the pilot. John Moore, Jeppesen, disagreed, saying 
MEAs are not in PANS-OPS and thought they should be designed as procedural altitudes. Dan 
added the U.S. has longer transitions and legs than procedures outside the U.S. Rich and Dan said 
the Departure Working Group is suggesting the position that there be no MEAs on SIDs and 
STARs. 

Action Items: 

• Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will identify the new office of primary
responsibility (OPR) for Order JO 7470.1A, determine the status of the order, and
formulate, or work with the OPR to help formulate a path forward for any necessary
revisions.



  

    

 

Status: Item accepted and open 

6. Next Meetings:

a. ACM 21-01: The IPG portion is scheduled for April 26-27, 2021, as a virtual 
meeting.

b. ACM 21-02: Schedule TBD 


	1. Opening Remarks: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, welcomed the participants and provided an in-depth guide to how the virtual meeting would be managed. An attendance roster for the virtual meeting is attached.
	2. Review of Minutes from Last Meeting, ACM 20-02: Steve VanCamp, Digital iBiz,  advised there were no comments, and the minutes were accepted.
	3. Informational Briefings:
	a. Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, provided a status update of 8260-series orders and Order 7910.5:
	(1) Order 7910.5E, Aeronautical Charting Meeting Briefed from attached slide. The newest revision was published on 10/26/2020.
	(2) Order 8260.3E, United States Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS) Briefed from attached slide.
	(3) Order 8260.19I, Flight Procedures and Airspace Briefed from attached slide.
	(4) Order 8260.42B, United States Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV) Briefed from attached slide.
	(5) Order 8260.46G, Departure Procedure (DP) Program Briefed from attached slide.
	(6) Order 8260.58B, United States Standard for Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Instrument Procedure Design Briefed from attached slide.
	(7) Order 8260.61, Charted Visual Flight Procedures New order briefed from Slide

	b. ICAO Instrument Flight Procedures Panel (IFPP) Report: Jeff briefed from the attached slide.

	4. Old Business (Open Issues):
	a. 13-02-312: Equipment Requirement Notes on Instrument Approach Procedures: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Equipment notes requirements have been added to order 8260...
	b. 15-01-320: Common Sounding Fix Names: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. FPAG discussed internally the value of developing a document for the public and industr...
	c. 15-02-323: Depiction of Low, Close-in Obstacles on SIDs & ODPs: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Dan Wacker, FPAG, said the Departure Working Group is working...
	d. 16-01-325: Priority of Terminal Procedure Amendments: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Jeff showed language added in Order 8260.19I for STARs. In addition, Je...
	e. 16-02-327: Arrival Holding Patterns Required for Approach Entry: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Language was added in Order 8260.19I, and an example note wa...
	f. 16-02-328: Increasing Complexity of Speed Restriction Notes on SIDs & STARs: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Lev Prichard, Allied Pilots Association, thinks ...
	g. 17-02-329: Need for CNF at Terminus of Dead Reckoning (heading) Segment: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Jeff said the US-IFPP decided the benefit was not wa...
	h. 17-02-330: Climb Gradients for Standard Instrument Departures: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Lev Prichard, Allied Pilots Association, advised he had not fo...
	i. 17-02-331: Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirements for Takeoff: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. With revisions to Orders 8260.19I, and a confirmation that the Orders...
	j. 18-01-334: Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and STARs: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Requirements have been added to Orders 8260.19I and 8260.46H, with 82...
	k. 18-02-336: Add Multiple Identifier to Certain HI Procedures: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. The revised language was published in Order 8260.3E, and this sh...
	l. 18-02-337: Improve Remote Altimeter Airport Notes: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. These changes did not make it into Order 8260.19I, but will be slated for ...
	m. 18-02-339: Revision of Take-Off Obstacle Notes: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Dan Wacker, FPAG, added the Departure Working Group (DWG) is working on this,...
	n. 18-02-340: Obstruction Coordinates in Source Documentation: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Access to Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data is now available. Ri...
	o. 18-02-341: Chart Departure Obstacle Clearance Surface (OCS) Beginning Height: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Some procedures are still active that were eval...
	p. 19-01-342: Charting “NA When Local Weather Not Available” for Alternate Minimums: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group, briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. The issue has not yet been worked, but will remain...
	q. 19-01-343: Clarify Text of Notes that Affect Minima: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Diane Adams-Maturo, FPAG, advised this was not included in Order 8260.19...
	r. 19-02-344: Intermediate Segment Stepdown Altitudes: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. A memo was published in 2011 to provide guidance for adjusting intermedia...
	s. 19-02-345: Use of P-NOTAMS on SID/ODPs and STARs: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Jeff said this issue was already discussed earlier as part of issue 16-01-3...
	t. 19-02-346: Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR 91.117(c): Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue summary and current status from the slide. Jeff said the STAR Working Group will s...

	5. New Business (New Agenda Items)
	a. 20-02-347 RESERVED
	b. 20-02-348 RESERVED
	c. 20-02-349: Charting Required NAVAID Changeovers on IAPs, including SID/STAR: Joel Dickinson, FAA Flight Operations Group, briefed the issue directly from his recommendation document, suggesting there should there be an indication of changeover poin...

	Action Items:
	 Joel Dickinson, Flight Operations Group, will prepare some examples for the next meeting
	 Joel Dickinson, Flight Operations Group, will form an ad-hoc virtual working group to discuss the issue.
	d. 20-02-350: Inconsistent Missed Approach Reference in 8260s for GLS Approaches: Bill Tuccio, Garmin, briefed from the slide, and wondered if the difference in missed approach point identification between the two GLS procedures was a criteria issue. ...

	Action Items:
	 Flight procedure and Airspace Group will forward the RD and an explanatory email to Aeronautical Information Services for possible correction of the forms.
	Status: Item not accepted
	e. 20-02-351: Unnecessary Helicopter Note on Approach Charts: Bill Tuccio, Garmin, briefed from the slide. Even though the note to not reduce visibility is unnecessary when the published visibility is so high that a reduction by half is still above th...

	Action Items:
	 Flight procedure and Airspace Group will investigate possible revisions to Order 8260.19.
	f. 20-02-352: Combine RNAV (GPS), ILS and GLS charts into one chart: William Fernandez, Aeronautical Information Services, briefed the recommendation from a slide, suggesting combination of procedures by using different lines of minima. FAA Order 8260...

	Action Items:
	 Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will review the language in FAA Order 8260.19 to be certain the intent is clear, and revise if it is not.
	Status: Item not accepted
	g. 20-02-353: Revised Guidance & Charting for Order 8260.3 Circling Area Dimensions: Jeff Rawdon, FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group (FPAG), briefed the issue from the slides. Rich Boll, NBAA, asked about a timeline on the completion strategy fo...

	Action Items:
	 Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will brief progress on evaluation and validation of the remaining 1,462 procedures.
	 Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will determine a means to keep the data and chart providers informed on the process.
	h. 20-02-354: Use of Suitable Area Navigation (RNAV) Systems on Conventional Procedures and Routes: Bruce Williams, Flight Instructor and FAAST Team Member, presented the item, and briefed from slides. This issue is related to questions he often recei...

	Action Items:
	 Bruce Williams will work with Joel Dickinson on the issue.
	 Flight Operations Group and Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will report on any work and changes to criteria or advisory guidance material based on this issue.
	i. 20-02-355: Minimum Enroute Altitudes (MEAs) Published on Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrivals (STARs): Rich Boll, NBAA, briefed the issue from His slides, discussing original Aeronautical Charting Forum climb gradien...

	Action Items:
	 Flight Procedures and Airspace Group will identify the new office of primary responsibility (OPR) for JO 7470.1A, determine the status of the order, and formulate, or work with the OPR to help formulate a path forward for any necessary revisions.
	6. Next Meetings:
	a. ACM 21-01: The IPG portion is scheduled for April 27, 2021, as a Virtual meeting.
	b. ACM 21-02: Scheduled TBD
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18-02-339 Revision of Takeoff Obstacle Notes
• Summary: Introduced by Lufthansa/Lido. Recommendations related 


to takeoff obstacle notes. These include providing WGS-84 
coordinates of takeoff obstacles, changing how takeoff obstacles 
are charted, and providing a distinction between low close in 
obstacles and other obstacles.


• Action:
– FPAG: report status


• Current status:
– Revisions to takeoff obstacle note charting requirements ongoing








AERONAUTICAL CHARTING MEETING 
Instrument Procedures Group 
Meeting 20-02 – October 27, 2020 


 
RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 


 
FAA Control # 20-02-354 


 
Subject: 
Use of Suitable Area Navigation (RNAV) Systems on Conventional Procedures and 
Routes 
 
Background/Discussion: 
 
The FAA Aeronautical Charting Meeting has made progress on a proposal from 2013 to 
clarify equipment required notes on IFR procedure charts. For more information, see 
topic 13-02-312 (I am the unnamed CFI referenced in that recommendation). 
 
Unfortunately, many pilots who have an IFR-approved GNSS (i.e., a suitable RNAV 
system) are still puzzled by equipment requirements on charts, and the new-format 
notes still don’t address a key point of confusion. 
 
For example, see the KBEH ILS or LOC RWY 28 approach chart (attached chart and the 
excerpt, also included below). 
 
A long thread at the BeechTalk forum demonstrates that many folks think that both 
notes, RNAV-1 GPS required and DME Required for LOC only, apply if you’re flying 
the LOC-only version of this procedures. That is, if you have an IFR-approved GNSS, 
you must also have DME to fly the non-precision version of the procedure—you can’t 
use GNSS to substitute for the DME requirement unless you have a second GNSS that 
you can use to load the I-BEH localizer as a fix to provide distance information from the 
location of that DME transmitter. 
 
Of course, if you load this procedure in a system such as a G1000 or Garmin GNS or 
GTN navigator (see attached image), the fixes you need to fly the LOC-only procedure 
are in the flight plan list. The MAP, at the threshold of RWY 28, is the key. You can use 
along track distance (ATD) as described in the AIM and other sources to keep track of 
your position and identify key points, such as the VDP, along the final approach 
segment. 
 
But the guidance on this topic in AIM 1−2−3 Use of Suitable Area Navigation (RNAV) 
Systems on Conventional Procedures and Routes and AC 90-108 is apparently too 
subtle. 
 
For example, both references above state: 
 


Use of a suitable RNAV system as a Substitute Means of Navigation when a 
Very−High Frequency (VHF) Omni−directional Range (VOR), Distance 
Measuring Equipment (DME), Tactical Air Navigation (TACAN), VOR/TACAN 
(VORTAC), VOR/DME, Non−directional Beacon (NDB), or compass locator 



https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afx/afs/afs400/afs420/acfipg/media/open/Hist_13-02-312.pdf





facility including locator outer marker and locator middle marker is out−of−service 
(that is, the navigation aid (NAVAID) information is not available); an aircraft is 
not equipped with an Automatic Direction Finder (ADF) or DME; or the installed 
ADF or DME on an aircraft is not operational… 
 
NOTE− 
1. The allowances described in this section apply even when a facility is 
identified as required on a procedure (for example, “Note ADF required”). 


 
Recommendations:  
 
Update guidance in the AIM and other guidance to explicitly (not buried in a note) clarify 
that if you have GNSS (subject to limitations in the AFM supplement, etc.), procedure 
notes that require DME, ADF, dual VOR receivers, and the like, don’t apply. And that 
notes such as those on the KBEH ILS RWY 28 chart aren’t additive. 
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
Submitted by: Bruce Williams 
Organization: Flight instructor, FAASTeam representative; Seattle 
Phone:  425-785-8830 
E-mail:  bruce@bruceair.com 
Date: February 18, 2020 
 


Please send completed form and any attachments to: 
 jeffrey.rawdon@faa.gov and cc: steve.ctr.vancamp@faa.gov 


 



mailto:jeffrey.rawdon@faa.gov
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ICAO IFPP Update
• 2020 in-person meetings postponed
• Work began again in September via virtual meetings
• ATS route designators


– Proposed changes to Annex 11 advancing
– Eliminates distinctions of regional and not-regional networks
– Adds “D” and “E” designators for area navigation routes
– Conventional routes will be A, B, C, G, H, J, R, V, W
– Area navigation routes will be D, E, L, M, N, P, Q, T, Y, Z


• Moving forward with PBN charting requirements
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AERONAUTICAL CHARTING MEETING 
Instrument Procedures Group 
Meeting 20-02 – October 27, 2020 


 
RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 


 
FAA Control #20-02-355 


 
Subject: Minimum Enroute Altitudes (MEAs) Published on Standard Instrument 
Departures (SIDs) and Standard Terminal Arrivals (STARs) 
 
 
Background/Discussion: 
 
Ref: ACF-CG RD 14-02-280: 
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/acf/media/RDs/14-02-280-
ACF_MEA_Usage_on_SID.pdf 
 
In response to the referenced ACF-CG agenda item, FAA Order 8260.46F, Departure 
Procedures was amended to restrict the publication of MEAs on SID transitions for ATC 
operational purposes.  This guidance is in paragraph 2-1-1 e (1), which states: 
 


(d) When ATC requests an altitude restriction for a fix located on a transition route, it 
must be at or above the specified minimum en route altitude (MEA) for the route [see 
note in paragraph 2-1-1.e(1)(b)]. Do not raise an MEA to support ATC operational 
requirements; use fix crossing altitudes where operationally needed. 


 
 
A similar restriction applicable to STARs is furnished in FAA Joint Order 8260.3D 
TERPS in paragraph 2-2-7 d (4).: 
 


4) Do not raise an MEA to support ATC operational requirements. An altitude 
restriction must be used if ATC has an operational requirement for an altitude higher 
than the MEA. 


 
However, these changes to the 8260 Orders have failed to prevent the publication of 
ATC operational MEAs on SIDs and STARs.  NBAA’s research reveals that this failure is 
the direct result of conflicting guidance published in an Air Traffic Order used by the 
Flight Procedures Teams when assessing DME/DME coverage on SIDs and STARs that 
appears to be used in priority over the guidance furnished in the 8260 Orders.  
 
Specifically, the conflicting guidance is found in the Air Traffic Order JO7470.1A, 
Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)/DME Infrastructure Evaluation for Area 
Navigation (RNAV) Routes and Procedures, in paragraph 10 b(2)(b)(i) and (ii): 
 


(i) For STAR and en route procedures, input an altitude for each waypoint, 
route, or route segment. Use the lowest realistic operational ATC altitude. The altitude 
evaluated at a waypoint will be charted as the minimum en route altitude (MEA) for the 
segment immediately preceding the waypoint, and is entered as the MEA on the FAA 
Form 7400-4, STAR-Standard Terminal Arrival. 



https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/acf/media/RDs/14-02-280-ACF_MEA_Usage_on_SID.pdf

https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/acf/media/RDs/14-02-280-ACF_MEA_Usage_on_SID.pdf





 
 


(ii) For SID procedures, no altitude input is required except: 
 
(aa) ATC crossing restriction altitudes. 
 
(bb) The normal (lowest) operational en route altitude when reached 
before the end of the procedure. This should be the handoff altitude and must be input for 
all waypoints after it is reached. This is to preclude screening at unrealistically high 
altitudes. 


 
 
Unfortunately, the guidance provided above in this Air Traffic Order is resulting in higher 
than required MEA altitudes to support ATC purposes contrary to the 8260 guidance and 
expressed desires of the ACM. As result, we are still seeing higher than necessary 
MEAs being published on SIDs and STARs because of this conflict between FAA 
Orders.  An example is shown below on this recently published SID at Detroit (DTW): 
 


 
 
 
Recommendations:  
 
Amend Joint Order 7470.1A, Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)/DME Infrastructure 
Evaluation for Area Navigation (RNAV) Routes and Procedures to bring the MEA 
restrictions on SIDs and STARs in conformance with the guidance furnished in the 
applicable 8260 Orders. 
 
If necessary, update the TARGETS automation program and the RNAV Pro DME/DME 
assessment procedures to conform with the requirements for MEA altitudes in the 
applicable FAA 8260 Orders. 
 
 







Comments:  
 
The recommendation affects: 
 


1. Joint Order 7470.1A, Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)/DME Infrastructure 
Evaluation for Area Navigation (RNAV) Routes and Procedures. 
 


2. TARGETS and/or RNAV Pro flight procedure development programs. 
 
 
Submitted by: Richard J. Boll II 
Organization: NBAA 
Phone: 316-655-8856  
E-mail: richjb2@rjb2.onmicrosoft.com  
Date: September 4, 2020 
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19-02-346 Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 
CFR 91.117(c)
• Summary: NBAA introduced to request consideration of deceleration 


distance required when arrivals take aircraft below a Class B shelf, 
requiring deceleration to 200 KIAS.


• Actions:
– FPAG: Review and consider action on proposal
– FPAG: Review idea of mandatory 200 KIAS restriction at a fix prior to 


underflying the Class B shelf
• Current status:


– Plan to add requirement for procedure designers to consider deceleration 
needs if procedures will go below Class B shelf
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17-02-331 Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirement for 
Takeoff
• Summary: Introduced by SWA. Inconsistent takeoff minimums 


(ceiling and visibility) exists for departure procedures at same 
runways with identical initial routings.


• Actions:
– FPAG: report on 8260.19I status
– FPAG: review 8260.46 and 8260.19 to confirm requirements for 


consistent minimums
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17-02-331 Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirement for 
Takeoff (cont)
• Current status:


– Language added to 8260.19I, published June, 2020 (periodic review 
requirements)


• When reviewing ODPs, ensure all SIDs to the same runways are also reviewed 
for any impact due to ODP changes.


• When reviewing SIDs, ensure the takeoff minimums are consistent with other 
SIDs from the same runway when the initial routings prior to a turn are identical.


– No contradictions in 8260.46
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AC 17-2-331
Visibility and Climb 
Gradient Requirements 
for Takeoff and SIDs


FAAO 8260.19


Issue: To ensure different visibility 
and Climb gradient parameters are 
not published on separate 
SIDS/ODPs for the same runway.  
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8260.19I


Paragraph 2-8-3.e. and f
Conducting Periodic Reviews


e. When reviewing ODPs, ensure all SIDs to 
the same runways are also reviewed for any 
impact due to ODP changes. 


f. When reviewing SIDs, ensure the takeoff 
minimums are consistent with other SIDs 
from the same runway when the initial 
routings prior to a turn are identical. 
__________________________________


8260.46 does not contradict this requirement
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AERONAUTICAL CHARTING MEETING 
Instrument Procedures Group 
Meeting 20-02 – October 27, 2020 


 
RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 


 
FAA Control # 20-02-350  


 
Subject: Inconsistent Missed Approach Reference in 8260s for GLS Approaches 
 
 
Background/Discussion:  
 
The 8260s for each of these approaches is inconsistent with regards to Missed Approach block 
of 8260. See Table 1. This may cause confusion in the charting process. 
 


KIAH GLS 9 KEWR GLS 4L 


 
 


 
On 9/15/2020 sent this ticket: 


"Missed Approach" of 8260 form says missed is "RW27". This doesn't seems to make 
sense as this is a precision approach with no faildown minima. It is inconsistent with 
other GLS approaches, such as KEWR GLS 4L. 


 
The FAA responded the same day confirming the published chart is correct and the 
inconsistency is only at the 8260 level. 
 
Recommendations:  
 
Provide consistent guidance as to what defines the MAP on GLS approaches. 
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
Submitted by: William A Tuccio 
Organization: Garmin 
Phone: 202-805-1587 
E-mail: bill.tuccio@garmin.com 
Date: 10/1/2020 
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Order 8260.58, Standard for PBN Instrument Procedure 
Design
• Purpose: Provides policy for design and evaluation of PBN 


IFPs.
• Status:


– 8260.58B effective August 24, 2020
– 8260.58B Change 1 (working) estimated publication late 2021


• Expected Changes:
– Incorporate criteria from Order 8260.42B, United States 


Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV)
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		18-01-334 Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and STARs

		18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier to Certain HI Procedures
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		18-02-337 Improve Remote Altimeter Airport Notes

		18-02-339 Revision of Takeoff Obstacle Notes

		18-02-340 Obstruction Coordinates in Source Docs

		18-02-341 Chart Departure OCS Beginning Height

		18-02-342 Charting “NA When Local Weather Not Available” for Alternate Airports

		19-01-343 Clarify Text of Notes that Affect Minima

		19-02-344 Intermediate Segment Stepdown Altitudes

		19-02-345 Use of P-NOTAMs on SID/ODPs and STARs

		19-02-346 Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR 91.117(c)

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches (cont)

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches (cont)
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Richard Boll
NBAA, Access Committee


ACF IPG 17-02-329
Need For CNF at Terminus of 
DR (Heading) Segment
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NBAA’s Follow-up With Avionics OEM
Garmin


 All Garmin integrated flight decks (G1000/G2000/G3000/G5000) have the capability to 
fly heading legs while the autopilot remains coupled to NAV


• These systems do not need a CNF


 Original TSO-C129a GPS only GNS 430/530 series and TSO-C146a GPS/SBAS GNS 
430W/530W series:  These equipment do not include heading legs in the flight plan.  If a 
heading leg is charted, the pilot must select the heading and either hand fly or switch the 
autopilot to heading mode.  These equipment have been out of production for years and 
no longer have software maintenance, so there won’t be any updates to fly heading legs
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NBAA’s Follow-up With Avionics OEM
Garmin


 TSO-C146c GPS/SBAS GTN 650/750 series:  While this equipment includes heading 
legs in the flight plan, there may not be a heading input to the equipment in which case 
the equipment functions like the 430/530 and 430W/530W.  


• If there is a heading input, then the equipment can provide roll steering on heading legs if a compatible 
roll steering autopilot is installed.  


• If a course/datum autopilot is installed, the pilot must select the heading, etc.  This equipment already has 
the capability to automatically couple heading legs if the installation includes supporting interfaces, so no 
software update is necessary for those installations. 


• That said, the majority of installations likely do not have the installation support to automatically couple 
heading legs.
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NBAA’s Follow-up With Avionics OEM
Garmin
 TSO-C146e GPS 175/GNX 375/GNC 355 (2” line of navigators): This equipment also includes heading legs in 


the flight plan and behave the same as the description above for the GTN 650/750 series. In addition, these 
navigators were certified to the latest revision TSO-C146e.  Unlike prior TSO-C146 revisions, TSO-C146e 
requires support for heading legs; however, it allows manual equipment inputs for heading with manual aircraft 
control methods being acceptable for heading leg types.
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NBAA’s Response


 Removal of CNFs in support of IAPs that use a DR heading leg creates 
an unacceptable workload for pilots of those aircraft that cannot support 
fully integrated & coupled VI-CF legs 
 This includes a significant number of light, GA and business single and 


twin-engine airplanes, where single pilot workload is considerably higher 
than in jet airplanes
 For this reason, NBAA continues to support the use of CNFs on 


instrument approaches using a DR heading leg
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16-02-328 Increasing Complexity of Speed Restriction Notes on 
SIDs and STARs
• Summary: Introduced by Jeppesen. Multiple recommendations intended to 


reduce the variety of speed restrictions and information currently charted 
on SIDs/STARs.


• Actions:
– FPAG: report status of 8260.19I
– Lev Prichard and Gary McMullin forward suggested changes for 8260.46 to FPAG


• Current status:
– Modification for consistency to 8260.19I, published June, 2020


• Change to RNAV speed restriction note
– From: Use “Chart planview note at NILCI: Max 200 KIAS until HIVUD.”
– To: Use “Chart planview note at NILCI: Do not exceed 200 KIAS until 


HIVUD.”
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Item: Speed Restriction Notes 
applicable to Standard Instrument 
Departures (SIDs) and Standard 
Terminal Arrivals (STARs) 
generally fall into one of two 
categories: 


Speed Notes, in simple form, that 
apply to the entire procedure 


Speed Notes, in simple form, that 
apply to a specific point-in-space 


(e.g. Waypoint, Reporting Point, 
Airspace Fix or Navaid) 
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8260.46G – updated 
language
(c) Speed restrictions may 
apply to the entire procedure or 
to a specific point-in-space. 
Use standard notes, where 
possible, so that the intent can 
be clearly understood by the 
pilot; e.g., “Do not exceed XXX 
KIAS until passing (fix name);” 
“Do not exceed XXX KIAS until 
leaving (altitude);” “Increase 
speed to XXX KIAS, if unable, 
advise ATC.” 
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8260.19I


f. A chart note may be used 
to control transition from 
Mach number to airspeed. 
Do not use a fix or altitude in 
this case. 
Example: 
“Chart note: Jet aircraft 
descend via Mach number 
until xxx K, if unable, advise 
ATC.” 
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AC 17-2-331
Visibility and Climb 
Gradient Requirements 
for Takeoff and SIDs


FAAO 8260.19


Issue: To ensure different visibility 
and Climb gradient parameters are 
not published on separate 
SIDS/ODPs for the same runway.  
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8260.19I


Paragraph 2-8-3.e. and f
Conducting Periodic Reviews


e. When reviewing ODPs, ensure all SIDs to 
the same runways are also reviewed for any 
impact due to ODP changes. 


f. When reviewing SIDs, ensure the takeoff 
minimums are consistent with other SIDs 
from the same runway when the initial 
routings prior to a turn are identical. 
__________________________________


8260.46 does not contradict this requirement
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AERONAUTICAL CHARTING MEETING 
Instrument Procedures Group 
Meeting 20-02 – October 27, 2020 


 
RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 


 
FAA Control # 20-02-352 


 
Subject: Combine RNAV (GPS), ILS and GLS charts into one chart 
 
 
Background/Discussion:  Combining these procedures could significantly reduce the 
amount of procedures that AIS has to maintain, and a biannual review of the ILS could 
be a biannual review of both the GLS and LPV lines of minima at the same time.  
 
FAAO 8260.19 paragraph 4-6-2e allows an ILS and/or LOC to be combined on an RNAV 
(GPS) procedure, the Navy has a couple of these procedures.  Although there currently 
is not any similar guidance for a GLS procedure to be combined, original GLS guidance 
had the GLS as a line of minimum on an RNAV (GPS) approach.  
 
Technically, from a procedure design standpoint the ILS, LPV and GLS are identical, 
only the equipment used to navigate those approaches is different.  Other than that, a 
CAT I ILS, LPV, GLS has the same Obstacle Evaluation Area (OEA), and Obstacle 
Clearance Surface (OCS) for evaluating obstacles.  They also have the exact same 
missed approach surfaces (although most of the ILS have a different missed approach, 
the surfaces and areas are the same).  This means that all three should always have the 
exact same minimums for the same runway when evaluated for the same ground track.  
 
The line of minima for ILS, GLS and LPV could all be published on the same line of the 
chart since the minima should always be the same.  Then the other lines of minima 
could be the LNAV/VNAV, LOC, LNAV and if needed the Circling.  The FAAO 8260.19I 
allows up to 5 lines of minima, so these approaches could have: 


First Line:   ILS  GLS   LPV DA 
Second Line:  LNAV/VNAV    DA 
Third Line:  LOC   MDA 
Fourth Line:  VNAV   MDA 
Fifth Line:  Circling  CMDA 
  


 
 
The top portion of the chart would need to be modified to capture the WAAS/GBAS 
channel numbers, the ILS Frequency and channel number, along with their 
WAAS/GBAS approach ID.  These can be placed next to the ILS information.  This 
would take some moving information around, but it will still leave plenty of space for the 







plan view and profile views of the charts (especially since many PBN notes will be 
consolidated in the PBN Requirements box). 


 
 
Notes could also be combined since often they are similar in nature.  In this example, I 
was able to combine the MALSR inop note for all three procedures.  Many of the other 
notes are repeated on each procedure. 


 
 
 
Recommendations:  For runways where the RNAV (GPS), ILS or LOC, or GLS 
approaches have the same track, combine these procedures onto one chart. Future 
designs could look to match the RNAV (GPS), ILS and GLS approaches to be able to 
combine them on a single chart, reducing the number of charts that need to be 
maintained. 
 
Comments:  Attached is an example chart for KIAH 
 
Submitted by: William V. Fernandez  
Organization: AJV-A440 IFP Quality Control Team, Aeronautical Information Services 
Phone: 405-808-0392 
E-mail: william.v.fernandez@faa.gov  
Date: October 9, 2020 
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Charting “NA When 
Local Weather Not 
Available: for Alternate 
Minimums 


Issue: Inconsistent notes on 
procedures questioning the 
definition of Local Weather Available 
and qualification as an Alternate 
Airport


See Letter Clarification: Approval of 
Standalone and Backup Weather for Federal 
Contract Towers, Non-FAA Control Towers and 
Other Aviation Facilities
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Order 8260.42, Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation


• Purpose: Contains policy unique to the design of copter 
RNAV procedures based on GPS and WAAS.


• Status: 8260.42B Change 2 effective May 22, 2020
• Changes:


– Revised references to reflect Flight Standards restructuring
– Order will be canceled once applicable criteria is adapted into 


existing 8260-series orders
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17-02-330 Climb Gradients for SIDs
• Summary: Introduced by SWA. Recommendation to 


calculate and publish ATC climb gradients and to 
require Flight Standards approval for any ATC crossing 
restriction that requires a climb of more than 500 feet 
per NM.


• Actions:
– Lev Prichard: forward identified issues on SIDs
– FPAG: report on Departure Working Group Status








AERONAUTICAL CHARTING MEETING 
Instrument Procedures Group 
Meeting 20-02 – October 27, 2020 


 
RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 


 
FAA Control # 20-02-349 


 
Subject:  Charting Required NAVAID Changeovers on IAPs, including SID/STAR 
 
 
Background/Discussion:  Due to the prevalence of RNAV substitution/alternate means 
as a flight technique or, in some cases as the preferred method of navigation in the 
aircraft, and the proliferation of RNAV-to-ILS-style “hybrid” IAPs, should the FAA require 
a charting solution to indicate to the pilot when a required NAVAID changeover occurs, 
or when the IAP requires the pilot to be using a particular NAVAID on the IAP?  Would 
this require a change in TERPS criteria? 
 
Precedent is established on airways, but this has not yet been done on IAPs. 
 
 
Recommendations:  See related issue ACF15-02-298.  US-IFPP assemble small group 
to assess, scope, and formulate a recommendation.  Perhaps also include PARC NAV 
WG assessment of recommendation. 
 
 
Comments:  Could have wide scope and application, or very narrow, depending on 
application.  Interface with ACS and AIM/AIP explanations, as well as ICAO differences 
should be evaluated. 
 
 
Submitted by: Joel Dickinson 
Organization: AFS-410B, Flight Operations Group 
Phone: 405-954-4809 
E-mail: joel.dickinson@faa.gov  
Date: 15 Mar 2020 
 
 








Richard Boll
NBAA, Access Committee


ACM IPG 18-02-339
Revision of Take-Off 
Obstacle Notes
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History 18-02-339
Use of Low, Close-in Obstacle Notes for Performance Planning 


 Not the first time the accuracy & granularity of low, close-in obstacle notes 
has been raised for performance planning purposes
 Typically centered on the use of this list for meeting one-engine-


inoperative takeoff obstacle avoidance regulations 
• E.g., Subpart I, 14 CFR parts 121 & 135


 To address, the TAPP WG worked with AFS Flight Operations Branch on 
revised AIM guidance
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Updated AIM 5-2-9 Note
16 February 2020 AIM & AIP Edition


NOTE−
Compliance with 14 CFR Part 121 or 135 one−engine−inoperative
(OEI) departure performance requirements, or
similar ICAO/State rules, cannot be assured by the sole use
of “low, close−in” obstacle data as published in the TPP.
Operators should refer to precise data sources (for
example, GIS database, etc.) specifically intended for OEI
departure planning for those operations.
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19-02-345 Use of P-NOTAMs on SID/ODPs and STARs
• Summary: NBAA introduced to request application of P-


NOTAMs on SIDs, ODPs, and STARs.
• Actions:


– FPAG: Will work the issue
• Current status:


– Discussions are ongoing – determining how to add to criteria 
without unintended consequences


• Concerns with more NOTAMs on the wire
• Concerns regarding amendment numbering


– AJV-A currently reviewing to provide additional feedback
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Order 8260.19, Flight Procedures and Airspace
• Purpose: Contains policy for administering flight 


procedures and airspace program as they relate to 
instrument flight procedures.


• Status:
– 8260.19I effective June 29, 2020
– 8260.19J (working), estimated publication late 2021


• Expected Changes:
– Incorporate criteria from Order 8260.42B, United States Standard for 


Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV)
– Revises references to cover all service providers
– Removes requirement to document airport name on forms





		Aeronautical Charting Meeting / Instrument Procedures Group 20-02

		IFP policy documents

		Order 7910.5, Aeronautical Charting Forum (Meeting)

		Order 8260.3, Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS)

		Order 8260.19, Flight Procedures and Airspace

		Order 8260.42, Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation

		Order 8260.46, Departure Procedure Program

		Order 8260.58, Standard for PBN Instrument Procedure Design

		Order 8260.61, Charted Visual Flight Procedures

		ICAO IFPP Update

		13-02-312 Equipment Requirement Notes on IAPs

		15-01-320 Common Sounding Fix Names

		15-02-323 Depiction of Low, Close-in Obstacles on SIDs & ODPs

		16-01-325 Priority of Terminal Procedure Amendments

		IFP Prioritization Team Factors (not inclusive)

		IFP Prioritization Team Factors (not inclusive)

		16-02-327 Arrival Holding Patterns Required for Approach Entry

		16-02-327 Arrival Holding Patterns (cont)

		16-02-328 Increasing Complexity of Speed Restriction Notes on SIDs and STARs

		17-02-329 Need for CNF at Terminus of DR Segment

		17-02-330 Climb Gradients for SIDs

		17-02-331 Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirement for Takeoff

		17-02-331 Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirement for Takeoff (cont)

		18-01-334 Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and STARs

		18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier to Certain HI Procedures

		18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier (cont)

		18-02-337 Improve Remote Altimeter Airport Notes

		18-02-339 Revision of Takeoff Obstacle Notes

		18-02-340 Obstruction Coordinates in Source Docs

		18-02-341 Chart Departure OCS Beginning Height

		18-02-342 Charting “NA When Local Weather Not Available” for Alternate Airports

		19-01-343 Clarify Text of Notes that Affect Minima

		19-02-344 Intermediate Segment Stepdown Altitudes

		19-02-345 Use of P-NOTAMs on SID/ODPs and STARs

		19-02-346 Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR 91.117(c)

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches (cont)

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches (cont)

		19-02-346 Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR 91.117(c)
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Order 8260.46, Departure Procedure Program
• Purpose: Contains policy for developing, processing, and managing 


instrument departure procedures.
• Status:


– 8260.46H in coordination, expected publication early 2021
– 8260.46I (working) estimated publication late 2021


• 8260.46H Changes:
– Adds PBN equipment charting
– Adds allowance for charting “assigned by ATC” top altitude
– Adds MSA for graphic ODPs and SIDs


• 8260.46I Expected changes:
– Incorporate criteria from Order 8260.42B, United States Standard for 


Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV)





		Aeronautical Charting Meeting / Instrument Procedures Group 20-02

		IFP policy documents

		Order 7910.5, Aeronautical Charting Forum (Meeting)

		Order 8260.3, Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS)

		Order 8260.19, Flight Procedures and Airspace

		Order 8260.42, Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation

		Order 8260.46, Departure Procedure Program

		Order 8260.58, Standard for PBN Instrument Procedure Design

		Order 8260.61, Charted Visual Flight Procedures

		ICAO IFPP Update

		13-02-312 Equipment Requirement Notes on IAPs

		15-01-320 Common Sounding Fix Names

		15-02-323 Depiction of Low, Close-in Obstacles on SIDs & ODPs

		16-01-325 Priority of Terminal Procedure Amendments

		IFP Prioritization Team Factors (not inclusive)

		IFP Prioritization Team Factors (not inclusive)

		16-02-327 Arrival Holding Patterns Required for Approach Entry

		16-02-327 Arrival Holding Patterns (cont)

		16-02-328 Increasing Complexity of Speed Restriction Notes on SIDs and STARs

		17-02-329 Need for CNF at Terminus of DR Segment

		17-02-330 Climb Gradients for SIDs

		17-02-331 Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirement for Takeoff

		17-02-331 Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirement for Takeoff (cont)

		18-01-334 Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and STARs

		18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier to Certain HI Procedures

		18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier (cont)

		18-02-337 Improve Remote Altimeter Airport Notes

		18-02-339 Revision of Takeoff Obstacle Notes

		18-02-340 Obstruction Coordinates in Source Docs

		18-02-341 Chart Departure OCS Beginning Height

		18-02-342 Charting “NA When Local Weather Not Available” for Alternate Airports

		19-01-343 Clarify Text of Notes that Affect Minima

		19-02-344 Intermediate Segment Stepdown Altitudes

		19-02-345 Use of P-NOTAMs on SID/ODPs and STARs

		19-02-346 Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR 91.117(c)

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches (cont)

		20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling Approaches (cont)

		19-02-346 Deceleration Segment on STARs Supporting Compliance with 14 CFR 91.117(c)
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18-02-342 Charting “NA When Local Weather Not Available” for Alternate 
Airports
• Summary: Policy within Order 8260.19 for charting of note, “NA When 


Local Weather Not Available” has led to inconsistent charting within the 
Terminal Procedures Publication (TPP). Recommendation is to add this 
note for all procedures with alternate minimums, or to add one general 
note to the TPP that applies to all procedures with alternate minimums, or 
to not chart a note (rely on education instead). 


• Actions:
– FPAG: work with Flight Operations Group regarding alternate WX 


requirements and possible policy changes and report back
• Current status:


– Issue still to be worked between FPAG and Flight Operations Group
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18-01-334 Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and 
STARs
• Summary: Introduced by Flight Standards. Recommendation to 


add PBN Boxes to SIDs and STARs.
• Action:


– FPAG: report status of 8260.19I and 8260.46H
• Current status:


– Requirement added to 8260.19I, published June, 2020 to chart NavSpec, 
sensor, and any additional PBN requirements on STARs


– Requirement added to 8260.46H, completing final stage of coordination, to 
chart PBN requirements on SIDs
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15-01-320 Common Sounding Fix Names
• Summary: Introduced by APA. Concern regarding similarly 


spelled or sounding fix names and difficulty in getting them 
changed. Recommendation to establish process to get fix 
names changed when efforts at local level have failed and 
recommended establishment of process to alert ATC facilities 
when issues identified.


• Actions:
– FPAG: possible document to inform public/industry on internal 


procedure development process and coordination process to request 
new procedures or changes to existing


– AJV-A: review timeliness of IFP coordination
– AFFSA: research ICAO phonetic standard and present at this meeting
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16-02-327 Arrival Holding Patterns Required for Approach Entry
• Summary: Introduced by NBAA. Recommendation to revise 


policy to allow arrival holding patterns to be added to approach 
procedures to allow entry to procedures that would otherwise 
be NA’d based on direction of arrival.


• Actions:
– FPAG: report on status of 8260.19I
– FPAG: forward example note to Rich Boll
– Rich Boll: submit AIM language changes based on the accepted 


note
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16-02-327 Arrival Holding Patterns (cont)
• Current status:


– Language added to 8260.19I, published June, 2020
• An arrival holding pattern may be established at the beginning of a feeder route when 


requested by ATC to support local operational needs. An arrival holding pattern may also 
be established to provide an alternative to denying use when arriving from a specified 
direction that does not meet alignment criteria. When an arrival holding pattern is 
established and arrival from one or more directions does not meet alignment criteria, 
annotate the procedure to indicate the option to hold, and annotate the requirement to 
obtain ATC clearance.
Example: “Chart planview note: Procedure NA via V343 northeast bound without holding 
at JOXIT. ATC clearance required.”


– AIM change drafted, DCP for AIM change still to be drafted – target AIM change 
Summer 2021
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18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier to Certain HI Procedures
• Summary: Introduced by Garmin. Recommendation to ensure 


similar approach procedures (e.g., same final approach guidance) 
are uniquely identified with suffix in the title.


• Action:
– FPAG: report progress
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18-02-336 Add Multiple Identifier (cont)
• Current status:


– 8260.3E, published September, 2020
• Added example of “COPTER ILS X RWY 17” in naming
• Added language in helicopter chapter for naming convention


– For separate procedures at the same location using the same type of facility and same final 
approach course. Add an alpha suffix starting in reverse alphabetical order; COPTER ILS Z 
or LOC Z RWY 28L (first procedure), COPTER ILS Y or LOC Y RWY 28L (second 
procedure), COPTER ILS X or LOC X RWY 28L (third procedure), etc. This requirement also 
applies when other than helicopter-only procedures are published with the same type of 
facility and same final approach course; COPTER ILS Y or LOC Y RWY 17L (helicopter-
only), ILS Z or LOC Z RWY 17L (other than helicopter-only).
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18-02-337 Improve Remote Altimeter Airport Notes
• Summary: Introduced by Garmin. Identification of altimeter setting 


source can be ambiguous (e.g., “use Springfield altimeter”). 
Recommendation is to identify source with either a frequency or 
identifier.


• Actions:
– FPAG will report on status


• Current status:
– Change was planned for 8260.19I, did not make it to that version
– Charting specification is not necessary, awaiting 8260.19 adoption before 


implementing
– Internal tracking issue has been added to revise 8260.19 in a later version
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19-01-343 Clarify Text of Notes that Affect Minima
• Summary: Garmin introduced this to point out ambiguities in 


procedural notes intended to increase minimums (particularly 
visibility). Often, the notes will state to “increase visibility all Cats 
xx SM”, but it is sometime unclear it that note is intended for all 
lines charted on the same procedure (e.g., LPV, LNAV/VNAV, 
LNAV). Recommendation is to clarify and improve notes to remove 
possibility of incorrect interpretations. 


• Actions:
– FPAG: develop possible draft language for a future revision of 8260.19
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17-02-329 Need for CNF at Terminus of DR Segment
• Summary: Introduced by NBAA. Recommendation to 


add a CNF at the end of a dead reckoning segment.
• Actions:


– Rich Boll: follow up with additional participants and advise if issue 
can be closed


• Current status:
– US-IFPP decided benefit was not significant enough to warrant 


change
– Attendees noted that DR are conventional segments, and should 


be flown with conventional NAV, with CNF not necessary








Equipment Required Notes


RD 20-02-354
Bruce Williams, CFI


Seattle, WA


bruce@bruceair.com
www.BruceAir.com


bruceair.wordpress.com
YouTube: BruceAirFlying







RNAV/GPS and DME/ADF Required Notes


• Many procedure charts include 
GPS and DME/ADF required 
notes that confuse pilots.


• Guidance in the AIM and AC 90-
108 includes “clarification” only 
in a note at the end of a long 
section.


• Many pilots think both notes 
apply.































Recommendations


• Revise such notes to read, for example:
• RNAV-1 GPS required [for procedure entry]
• RNAV-1 GPS or DME Required for LOC-only


• Update guidance in the AIM and other guidance to explicitly (not buried in a note) clarify that, if you 
have GNSS and can load the procedure (subject to limitations in the AFM supplement, etc.), 
procedure notes that require DME, ADF, dual VOR receivers, and the like, don’t apply. And that 
notes such as those on the KBEH ILS RWY 28 chart aren’t additive.


• Provide more examples in the AIM, AC 90-108, FAA handbooks (e.g., IFH, IPH), and other 
references (Instrument Rating ACS?) to clarify this policy.
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15-02-323 Depiction of Low, Close-in Obstacles on SIDs & ODPs
• Summary: Recommendation to reduce chart clutter on departure 


procedures caused by publication of low, close-in obstacles. 
Primary recommendation was to combine individual listings of 
obstacles into a single note.


• Actions:
– FPAG: continue to monitor status of the safety risk assessment report 


and report status and any subsequent policy changes
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19-02-344 Intermediate Segment Stepdown Altitudes
• Summary: NBAA introduced to encourage changes to criteria to address 


requirements that pilots, while complying with FAR requirements to cross at or 
above all stepdown altitudes, may be unduly challenged on high temperature 
days. Additionally, while planned for incorporation into 8260.3, the temperature 
adjusted fix location algorithms have not been added to the order.


• Actions:
– FPAG: determine if policy memo should be incorporated into 8260.3


• Current status:
– FPAG has decided that the algorithms will be added to a near future revision of the order
– The algorithms will be added as an appendix, with current references to the 2011 memo 


pointing to the appendix
– Other language will be added to allow procedures other than simuls to take advantage of 


the algorithm if required by location and circumstances
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13-02-312 Equipment Requirement Notes on IAPs
• Summary: Introduced by NBAA and a CFI. Confusing 


equipment requirement notes for procedure entry or to 
complete a segment of a procedure. Also recommended 
charting of such requirements in a single location.


• Action: FPAG report status of 8260.19I
• Current Status:


– Equipment notes requirements introduced in 8260.19H and updated in 
8260.19I


– 8260.19I published in June 2020
• Recommendation was to close this item on publication of 


8260.19I








  
Instrument Procedures Group 


Meeting 20-02 – Oct 27, 2020 
  


RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 
  


FAA Control # 20-02-353 
  
Subject: Revised Guidance & Charting for Order 8260.3 Circling Area Dimensions 
  
Background/Discussion: This is a proposed revision to previously accepted guidance from 
closed ACF CG issue 09-01-213, which is linked for your review. 
  
8260.3B, Chg. 21 revised the circling approach obstacle evaluation area (OEA) dimensions to 
be variable based on airport elevation and circling minimum descent altitude (CMDA). The intent 
was that all procedures in the National Airspace System (NAS) with circling minimums would be 
revised to apply these new areas. 
  
As each procedure was revised, an icon with a white “C” on a black field (hereafter referred to 
as a circling icon) would be added to the chart to alert the pilot that the new criteria had been 
applied. An expanded Chart Notice explaining the circling icon and revised Aeronautical 
Information Manual (AIM) guidance were published. The first revised procedure was charted in 
early 2013. Considering the magnitude of the effort, it has taken longer than anticipated to 
complete the work. Accordingly, Flight Standards (FS), Flight Inspection (FI), and Aeronautical 
Information Services (AIS) began collaborating in early 2019 to develop a "get well" plan to 
include establishing implementation priorities. 
  
By early 2020, amendments at most high priority airports were finished and we were on track for 
completing the remainder per the plan. However, FI operations have now been unexpectedly 
reduced due to the unprecedented global pandemic. In order to continue to focus on the highest 
risks while reaching a final resolution considering the resources available, AIS, FI, and FS have 
modified the implementation strategy:  


• AIS will revise the remaining procedures and will issue P-NOTAMs with new minimums 
as necessary. 


• FI will complete validation of new circling areas, as they are able to do so. 
• Since the procedures will be amended by P-NOTAM (with CMDAs increased as 


necessary) before FI has validated the revised circling areas, those procedures will be 
charted without the circling icon. 


• Once all remaining procedures have been revised and validated, the circling icon will be 
removed from all approach plates. 


• FS will initiate an update to the AIM to remove references to the circling icon and all 
references to the legacy circling evaluation area dimensions. 


• FS will update the Instrument Procedures Handbook (IPH) to remove all references to 
the legacy circling evaluation area dimensions. 


• FS will revise Order 8260.19 to remove the requirement to “chart circling icon.” 
• AIS will update the Terminal Procedures Publication (TPP) front matter to remove 


references to the circling icon and all references to the legacy circling evaluation area 
dimensions. 


  



https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/flight_info/aeronav/acf/media/RDs/09-01-213_TERPS_Chg21_Circling_Appr.pdf





FS believes there is no negative impact on safety in not charting the circling icon, as the 
procedures will have been evaluated with the larger areas, and the CMDAs increased if 
necessary. The pilots’ understanding without the circling icon is that they should operate utilizing 
the smaller legacy maneuvering areas. While they may encounter some increased CMDAs, 
since they are operating to circling minimums, they will be able to maneuver to lose additional 
altitude if necessary. 
  
Recommendations: FS, AIS, and FI recommend from this point forward, revised procedures 
(with CMDAs increased where necessary) will be charted without the circling icon. We also 
recommend once the final procedures have been revised and validated, the circling icon will be 
removed from all approach plates, roughly concurrent with the attendant changes to the AIM 
and IPH. 
  
Comments: 
  
Submitted by: TJ Nichols 
Organization: FAA Flight Procedures and Airspace Group 
Phone: 405.954.1171 
E-mail: thomas.j.nichols@faa.gov 
Date: 13 October 2020 
 
Submitted by: Steve Szukala 
Organization: FAA Instrument Flight Procedures Group 
Phone: 405.954.2482 
E-mail: steven.l.szukala@faa.gov 
Date: 13 October 2020 
 
Submitted by: Brad Elliott 
Organization: FAA Aircraft Operations 
Phone: 405.954.1649 
E-mail: bradley.w.elliott@faa.gov 
Date: 13 October 2020 
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20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling 
Approaches
• Background


– 8260.3B, Chg. 21 revised the circling approach obstacle evaluation area 
(OEA) dimensions


– Intent was all procedures with circling minimums would be revised to apply 
these new areas


– Revised procedures would indicate such with a reverse “C” icon
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20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling 
Approaches (cont)
• Status


– Taking longer than expected to complete entire NAS
– Flight Standards (FS), Flight Inspection (FI), and Aeronautical 


Information Services (AIS) developed “get-well” plan in 2019
– 2020 has disrupted plan


• Flight Inspection operations significantly curtailed
– Implementation strategy has been revised
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20-02-353 Revised Guidance & Charting for TERPS Chg 21 Circling 
Approaches (cont)
• Implementation Strategy


– AIS to revise remaining procedures and issue P-NOTAMs with new 
minimums as necessary


– FI will validate remaining areas as able
– Procedures will be charted without circling icon since they won’t be flight 


validated
• Circling icon will not be added as procedures are validated


– Once all procedures have been validated, circling icon will be removed from 
all procedures at the same time, and…


– AIM, IPH, and TPP front matter will be revised to remove circling icon 
information roughly concurrent with removal of icons from IAPs
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18-02-341 Chart Departure OCS Beginning Height
• Summary: Introduced by USAF. Recommendation to chart an 


indication on departure procedures the starting OCS height 
that was used to evaluate the procedure. 


• Actions:
– FPAG: determine concerns regarding procedures that hadn’t been 


evaluated recently
– FPAG: review procedures developed with crossing height evaluations with 


AIS to determine when they could be brought up to date
– AFFSA: report on data access availability
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16-01-325 Priority of Terminal Procedure Amendments
• Summary: Introduced by NBAA. Recommendation to assign 


high priority to SIDs and STARs requiring amendments to 
published altitude or speed constraints and to amend Order 
8260.43 to allow ATC facilities to request priority.


• Actions:
– FPAG: report on status of WG activity on P-NOTAMs
– FPAG: discuss IFP prioritization team factors


• Current status:
– Added to 8260.19I, published June, 2020


STAR NOTAMs. NOTAMs issued for STARs are subject to the 224-day limitation as described 
within Order 7930.2, Notices to Airmen (NOTAM). A STAR amendment must be submitted as 
soon as possible when the NOTAM condition is intended to be a permanent change to the 
procedure, or when it is known the NOTAM condition will be effective for more than 224days.
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IFP Prioritization Team Factors (not inclusive)
• Safety: Correct known safety of flight deficiency


– CAT II/III ILS and Alaska NDB MagVar
– Facility restoral
– NOTAMs


• Flyability issues
• Airport/NAVAID/obstruction changes


– Air Traffic Safety Action Program (ATSAP)
– Flyability/procedural issues with no issued NOTAM
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IFP Prioritization Team Factors (not inclusive)
• Mandatory publication dates


– New or relocated NAVAIDs
– Airport runway additions/changes
– MagVar rotations
– Restoral of minimums/capabilities


• National initiatives
– National Procedure Assessment (NPA)
– VOR MON
– Metroplex projects
– FAA/Congressional interest
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Order 8260.3, Standard for Terminal Instrument 
Procedures (TERPS)
• Purpose: Provides policy for designing and evaluating 


instrument flight procedures.
• Status:


– 8260.3E effective September 17, 2020
– 8260.3E Change 1 (working), estimated publication late 2021


• Expected changes:
– Incorporate criteria from Order 8260.42B, United States Standard for 


Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV)
– No other major changes anticipated
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Order 7910.5, Aeronautical Charting Forum (Meeting)
• Purpose: Establishes this meeting to enable interaction between 


FAA and aviation community relating to informational content 
and design of aeronautical charts and flight information 
products. Affords public an avenue to provide comments to the 
FAA regarding policy, design, criteria, and charting of IFPs.


• Status: 7910.5E with Administrator for signature
• Changes:


– Changes title to “Aeronautical Charting Meeting”
– Removes requirement to publish notice of upcoming meetings within the 


Federal Register
– Updates Flight Standards organizational structure
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Instrument Procedures Group 
Meeting 20-02 – October 27, 2020 


 
RECOMMENDATION DOCUMENT 


 
FAA Control # 20-02-351  


 
Subject: Unnecessary Helicopter Note on Approach Charts 
 
 
Background/Discussion:  
 
For the RNAV GPS RWY 18 at KTVL the lowest published visibility is 3 miles; yet there is a 
note “RWY 18 helicopter visibility reduction below ¾ SM NA.” 14 CFR 97.3 only allows a max 
reduction by half, so the note is superfluous.  
 
The full lineage of this issue is: 


1. Worst published visibility is 3 miles 
2. 97.3 allows a helicopter to reduce by maximum of ½, which would be 1.5 miles 
3. 8260-3 revision history #24 says, “24. ADDED HELICOPTER REDUCTION BELOW 


3/4 SM RESTRICTION NOTE - 34:1 PENETRATIONS EXIST, NO LEEWAY 
EXISTS TO NOT PUBLISH NOTE WHEN VISIBILITY REDUCTION BY 50% 
REMAINS ABOVE 3/4 SM.” 


4. 8260.19x 8-6-5 is quoted below (I assume this is what chart designer is referring to) 
5. The consequence is, all pilots – and helicopter pilots – must read a note that has no 


applicability because the procedure designer had to meet a poorly worded 8260.19x 
requirement. 


 


FAA ORDER 8260.19x – 8-6-5( i ) 


(3) When Order 8260.3, Volume 1, paragraphs 3.3.2c and 3.3.3c requires visibility to be limited 
to ¾ mile or one mile because of 34:1 or 20:1 visual surface penetrations, a note is required to 
prevent helicopters from applying 14 CFR Part 97.3 that states: "The required visibility 
minimum may be reduced to one-half the published visibility minimum for Category A aircraft, 
but in no case may it be reduced to less than one-quarter mile or 1200 feet RVR." For 34:1 
penetrations (not applicable if 20:1 is penetrated) use: "Chart Note: Helicopter visibility 
reduction below 3/4 SM (or RVR 4000 as appropriate) not authorized." For 20:1 penetrations 
use: "Chart Note: Helicopter visibility reduction below 1 SM (or RVR 5000 as appropriate) not 
authorized." Do not apply this note to RNAV (RNP) "Authorization Required" approach 
procedures. 


 
 







RNAV GPS RWY 18 KTVL 


 


 
 
 
Recommendations:  
 


1. Fix 8260.19x 8-6-6( i )(3) to provide discretion or proper use; and 
2. Identify all procedures that have unnecessary helicopter reduction floor limits and update 


to match revision proposed in prior step. 
 
 
Comments: 
 
 
Submitted by: William A. Tuccio 
Organization: Garmin 
Phone: 202-805-1587 
E-mail: bill.tuccio@garmin.com 
Date: 10/1/2020 
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18-02-340 Obstruction Coordinates in Source Docs
• Summary: Introduced by ASAP, Inc., taken over by NBAA. 
• Action:


– FPAG: determine possibility of additional database access and provide to 
Rich Boll


• Current status:
– Access to Airports GIS made available last November








Richard Boll
NBAA, Access Committee


ACM-IPG 20-02-355
MEAs on SIDs & STARs
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Background
ACF-CG RD 14-02-280 - SID Charting Standards


 Drew attention to SID and STAR MEAs that had no operational 
significance 
 MEAs were raise to support ATC altitudes in some cases 
 FAA Orders 8260.46() for departures, and 8260.19() were amended to 


prohibit MEAs in support of ATC operational requirements 
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8260.46F:


8260.19D:
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Air Traffic Order JO7470.1A
Distance Measuring Equipment (DME)/DME Infrastructure Evaluation for Area
Navigation (RNAV) Routes and Procedures


 This Air Traffic Order is used by the Flight Procedures Team (FPT) when 
assessing DME/DME coverage on SIDs and STARs
 This guidance appears to be taking priority over the changes made to the 


8260 Orders. 
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Guidance For STARs
Paragraph 10 b(2)(b)(i)
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Guidance For SIDs
Paragraph 10 b(2)(b)(ii)
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Recommendations


 Amend JO 7470.1A to bring the MEA restrictions on SIDs and STARs in 
conformance with the guidance furnished in the applicable 8260 Orders.


• This Order may be in the process of cancelation(?)


 Update TARGETS automation, RNAV Pro DME/DME assessment 
procedures to conform with the revised Orders
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Order 8260.61, Charted Visual Flight Procedures
• Purpose: Contains policy for design and evaluation 


of charted visual flight procedures (CVFPs).
• Status: New order, effective March 3, 2020


– No revision in progress
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